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Pollinate the World with Kindness!
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“We beelieve the
World receives Hope,
through Kindness.”
– The Honey Foundation
The Honey Foundation (THF) is a Goodyear, Arizona based
501(c)3 incorporated in 2012, with a mission of making the world
a better place through random acts of kindness. The Honey
Foundation was conceived in memory of co-founder Justin
Clarke’s identical twin brother, Scott Clarke. Every Mother’s Day,
Scott would give the cashier at Starbucks cash and roses and ask
the clerk to please use the cash to pay for every Mother’s coffee,
including a complimentary rose – until his money ran out. He
didn’t ask for recognition or repayment of any type. His only
wish: that the receivers would soon pay it forward too.
In the months following Scott’s passing, Justin found solace in
paying it forward to others. One evening, Justin and his wife,
Jaime Clarke, were talking about the effects of random acts of
kindness (RAKs) and the positive benefits that both the giver and
receiver gain from the interaction. They felt compelled to create a
special place for individuals to pay it forward and to inspire
others. An idea was born, and the Clarke’s designed the world’s
very first pay it forward tracking software called Tracking Random
Acts of Kindness (T.R.A.K.). As a result, The Honey Foundation
was born in 2012 to inspire human kindness.
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The
Journey
of our
Hive
Since 2012, The Honey Foundation has provided more than
$100,000 in direct support to other charitable organizations
including the Phoenix Children’s Hospital, the American Cancer
Society, several local elementary schools, and other communitybased organizations. The Honey Foundation’s mission is to
inspire others to be kind by sharing the stories of kind acts.
Recently, the organization has enhanced its educational
programs and continued to participate in several communitybased events.
The Honey Foundation’s vision is to live in a world dedicated to
kindness. The youth are our future and if we educate them
about life skills through kindness, we can teach the youth that
being kind leads to happiness and success in life. The Kindness
Education Program (KEP) was developed to teach students the
importance of performing acts of kindness along with basic life
skills, such as positive self-esteem, confidence, effective
communication, positive thinking, leadership, philanthropy and
community. Results this far indicate that the program has
increased the sense of safety and security at the schools, as well
as improved student participation, confidence, leadership and
positive relationships. Our dream is to be able to share our
Kindness Education Program with every school around the
world! By providing schools around the world with KEP, our
dream will come true---a world dedicated to kindness!
It’s our mission to make the world a better place, one kind act at
a time, spreading compassion and generosity across the globe.
Kindness is contagious, and it can bee fun, too.

track good deeds and watch as one kind action multiplies into a
global movement of love and community.
Our “Hive” continues to grow and impact the community through
schools and special community events in Arizona. Our Kindness
has been able to spread through local schools as well as by our
Foundation events. The Honey Foundation’s Kindness has spread
to all Odyssey schools, Estrella Mountain Elementary, and
Littleton Elementary so far and we are ready to “fly” to spread
our Kindness Education Programs to many more!
Our signature community events, Shanker’s Golf Classic, Flavors
of the West, and Water Walk 5K, help create kind communities
throughout Arizona. Our Kindness has touched so many lives and
we are so proud and inspired to continue this mission of
Kindness.
The Honey Foundation has recently received more opportunities
to spread all over the United States and we are ready to “Swarm
Kindness” everywhere!
We extend our sincere appreciation to our sponsors, without
whom our season would not be possible.
BEE Kind, Just BEE Cause,
Justin and Jaime Clarke
Co-founders

That’s why The Honey Foundation features interactive ways to

“KINDNESS in words creates confidence. Kindness in thinking creates
profoundness. Kindness in giving creates love.”
-Lao Tzu
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Start with Kindness
Kindness Education Program/ Odyssey Preparatory Academy
The Honey Foundation’s Kindness Education Program continued to educate and inspire
students at both Odyssey Preparatory Academy Elementary schools in 2015/2016 school year.
Odyssey Preparatory Academy took on a leadership role in Kindness by creating a Kind
community in their school.

K i n dnes s k i c k - o f f
r a l l y a t O d ys s e y
P r e par ator y
A c a dem y
E l e m ent ar y S c h o o l
i n G o o dyear, A Z .

The Odyssey faculty recognized their Kind scholars daily by providing them with
Stay Sweet BEE Kind Stickers. The scholars received the Kindness Education
lessons monthly and were asked to perform kind acts often. Odyssey scholars are
leading our world to KINDNESS!
The Honey Foundation assisted teachers with program support throughout the
year, while Odyssey Preparatory assisted with research & metrics to measure
overall program success. Metrics such as grades, attendance, behaviors, fights,
and disciplinary activity were analyzed to determine how the Kindness Challenge
helped to change behaviors in the classroom.

 Harassment, threats, and intimidation dropped from 7
in 2013 to 1 in 2016.
 51% decrease in disciplinary actions from 2013 to 2016
 28% decrease in reports of aggression at Odyssey
schools.
At the beginning of the school year, Odyssey middle school scholars were
surveyed around kindness and 91% of middle school scholars strongly agreed
that there was a need for a program that promotes random acts of kindness
(RAKs) at their school.
It was found that the Kindness Education Program at Odyssey schools: 1)
positively influenced the scholars; 2) increased the sense of safety and security
at the schools, and 3) increased student participation, confidence, leadership
and positive relationships.

26,000
RAKs in 2015/16 by
Odyssey Scholars.
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Sweet Success
Kindness Campaigns at
Odyssey Preparatory
Elementary School in
Goodyear, Arizona make a
difference in school
environment.
A group of four students began collecting The Honey Foundation’s
“Bee” stickers by performing RAKs during their lunch hour. The
students set a goal to perform 50 RAKs. The students proceeded to
create books -- explaining each RAK they performed and included
the stickers. They shared their stories of performing RAKs at a pep
assembly which in turn inspired other students to create their own
Kindness Campaigns of collecting stickers and creating books with
their RAKs stories.
Odyssey scholars
take t ime after
school to bring
down the American
Flag at the end of
each school day.

In 2016, twenty fourth grade Odyssey scholars created a
Kind Notes campaign which included kind comments and
inspirational words given to other scholars, teachers, and
parents. In addition, the fourth graders formed a welcoming
committee, greeting and holding doors open for other
students, faculty, and parents as they entered the school or
classrooms.
During the winter season, Odyssey scholars participated in
a Kindness Campaign called Blanket the Homeless for the
Holidays. Scholars collected over 800 blankets and jackets
to be given to the homeless days before Christmas.
Scholars, faculty, and parents showed up at 6 a.m. on a
school day to support Church on the Street with handing
out the blankets and jackets to homeless individuals.

Everyday at Odyssey, several students choose to skip lunch
recess to clean up the campus. The students took it upon
themselves to keep their school clean as a random act of
kindness. Odyssey Preparatory Academy Elementary school
is spotless as the students take pride in their environment
and in themselves. Odyssey students are building character
and confidence through the Kindness Education Program.

800 blankets and jackets collected
for the homeless to stay warm.
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KEP Feedback
Odyssey faculty rave about Kindness
Education.
"Thank you so much for spreading the kindness across America and every one has
became way more nice. I cant explain how happy I am that you guys came in to help
improve our school."

"The Honey
Foundation's
Kindness
Education
Program made a
difference in our
students'
behaviors. After
each kindness
lesson
was presented
and discussed,
the students
appeared to
be performing
more acts of
kindness at
school“
-Mary Yanke, Odyssey
Institute for Advanced
International Studies Junior
High School Principle.

-Email from a student at The Odyssey Prep Academy in Buckeye, AZ

An Odyssey scholar

spins the Kindness
Wheel in the
school’s front office
to perform a RAK at
her school.

"Any school that does not yet have an effective character education program should
become involved with The Honey Foundation. I believe this program will be very
effective for schools looking for a foundational character education program. The
weekly lessons provided will give the teachers and scholars excellent guidance for
how to make Kindness their primary focus in interactions within the school and
others in the community."
- Ken Olson, Odyssey Preparatory Academy Principle, Buckeye, AZ

Kind words are like honey –
Sweet to the soul and healthy for the body. –
Proverbs 16:24
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Spreading Kindness
Kindness Awareness In The Community
In fiscal year 2016, The Honey Foundation spent time in the community engaging people
around kindness while spreading philanthropy in a myriad of ways. In September 2015, our
“Hive” of Board members and volunteers went to Odyssey to check in with students about their
summer break and how they spread RAKs during their time off. The feedback was encouraging!
80% of the students who were engaged in the conversation reported performing random acts
of kindness throughout the summer months. One of the students reportedly saved a two year
old child from drowning in a public pool!

If you can’ t
feed a hundred

people, then
feed just one.

- Mother
Theresa
During National Random Acts of Kindness Day, observed on February 17 th, The Honey Foundation partnered
with Wells Fargo volunteers to open doors for strangers at local businesses in the Valley of the Sun. Wells
Fargo volunteers
stated that the experience was heart-warming and gratifying. They loved it!
At the Wigwam’s Annual Easter Egg Roll, THF volunteers gave out 2,500
flowers and kind messages to event participants. Receivers of the flowers
and kind messages lit up upon receiving their gifts. THF volunteers asked the
receivers to pay it forward by performing their own RAKs.
In 2010, a young leader, Scott T. Clarke, started his own personal Free
Coffee for Mom’s Project. THF continues this tradition each Mother's Day
in honor and remembrance of Scott and his selfless acts.
Mothers do so many selfless things every day. So on Mother’s Day, we
showed our love and appreciation for moms in the community by
purchasing their coffee at Starbucks on Camelback & Dysart in Litchfield
Park, AZ. This year, flowers were graciously donated by Fry’s Food & Drug
and each mother received a flower with her coffee. In addition, a five year
old girl was inspired by this event and wrote kind notes to hand out to
mom’s at Starbucks on Mother’s Day 2016.
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T.R.A.K
Tracking Random Acts of
Kindness is contagious.
“Get Stung” by the random acts of kindness movement that’s
sweeping the globe! The Honey Foundation makes compassion and
generosity fun, with a tracking system to watch good deeds spread
on our new Kindness Map. Register good deeds at
www.honeyfoundation.org and watch kindness spread across the
world. Every story helps inspire new-bees to get out and perform
more good deeds.

Connect by using
your Facebook,
Google, Yahoo! or
Twitter account to
register a Deed and
get your own
Honeybee ID.

Helped my folks with their internet connection
Other Kind Acts from David in AZ
I helped my folks with their wireless internet connection. They couldn’t find their
password so helped find it for them.
Recorded August 3rd, 2016 by David in AZ

Gym clean up
Service from Odyssey in AZ
Addy helped other girls to clean up the gym at school. This act was contagious as
more girls started to help clean as well
Recorded November 16th, 2015 by Happy

Helping My Cousin
Other Kind Acts from Jerilyn in CA
I helped my cousin paint her room, and it looks beautiful!
Recorded May 31st, 2016 by Vivian in CA

Picking up trash
Donation from Eric in AZ
My kids and I were practicing soccer at the high school and there were many empty
water bottles laying all over the field. My kids pick up all the bottles and trash on the
entire field.
Recorded July 22nd, 2015 by Eric in AZ

Helping with Homework
Donation from Sheila in NJ
Helped my brother with his homework
Recorded February 23rd, 2016 by Sheila in NJ
Nice note for my teacher
Comments & Compliments from Odyssey in AZ
I made my teacher a card to tell her that I think she is the best teacher ever! I also
thanked her for helping me in school!
Recorded February 19th, 2016 by Hayley in AZ

Paid it forward
Donation from Nancy in AZ
used gift cards to help pay for our servers meal at Logan’s roadhouse The smile on
face and the hug was wonderful.
Recorded February 8th, 2015 by Nancy in AZ
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FUNdraising Kindness
2016 Major Events
Special Events help to keep our Hive alive. In addition to bringing friends together to celebrate
kindness in the community, our major fundraisers help raise money to support PreK-12
Kindness Education Programs and our vision to have a World dedicated to Kindness.

In the Summer of 2016, cyclists David
Jones and his friend Michael Himley,
embarked on a cycling adventure across
the US – Spreading Peace & Kindness
the entire journey.
50 Miles. 50 States. All in 50 Days to
spread awareness for The Honey
Foundation.

Every spring, Shanker’s Golf Classic provides a day of fun and sun
for amateur Arizona golfers. Each golfer gets the chance to play a
round with friends and family on a track designed to bring out the
inner “Tin Cup” in us all. 18 Holes of ridiculously fun golf!
Golfshankers.com

Water Walk 5K at Wet ‘n’ Wild in May was a BLAST! Our racers
(and volunteers) got soaked with water and kindness at our 2nd
Annual 5K race held at the best water park in the Valley of the
Sun. Thanks to our vendors, Kind Snacks, Phoenix Fire, and Color
Dash for making this year’s event a run to remember.
WaterWalk5K.com

Flavors of the West, one of
Arizona’s largest culinary festivals
was held at Goodyear Ballpark in
April and boasted a lineup of
entertainment and live music this
year, headlined by Arizona natives,
the Gin Blossoms.
FlavorsAZ.com
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2016 Financials
Since our launch in 2012, The Honey Foundation
has received an outpouring of local support. That
initial encouragement allowed THF to take flight
and make a difference. Honestly, the enthusiasm
over THF's work has only been matched by the
community's support which continues to provide
energy for our 100% Volunteer-Led Foundation.
Since 2013, The Honey Foundation has provided
Kindness Education Programs for K-12 students in
Arizona and we've delivered our message to over 50,000 new friends across the World through
Kindness Education & Awareness programs. Most importantly, we're educating youth about
the importance of Kindness and how it leads to success in life.
In 2014, The Honey Foundation took take a leap of faith by hiring an Executive Director to drive our efforts into
schools nationwide. Regrettably, The Honey Foundation was ultimately unsuccessful in locating an Executive
Director who would match our passion for Kindness, protect THF's resources, and promote our vision forward.
Presently, THF continues to be led and operated by friends, families, and a Board of Directors who understand
the importance of Kindness in life, especially with our youth - and will continue to promote our education for
Kindness, in support for a brighter tomorrow.
At The Honey Foundation, we know donors have choices when it comes to their charitable giving. We are
grateful you choose to place your financial support – and hope – in THF so we can continue our fight for
Kindness. We might still be new-bees, but our hive is strong and growing. Our passion for spreading kindness
will never spoil.
Thank you to all of our donors who have supported us along the way. Together we can make a difference. One
small act at a time.
310 Dust Control, 4imprint, Arizona Disc Golf, AZ Family Counseling, B.T. Bouncies, Baskin Robins, Bounce Pro,
Contracted Driver Services, Crockett Honey Co., CST Services (Valero), David Hoyt (Kids Dance), David Jones
(Biking for Peace), Eric Jelinek, Estella Publishing, Faith, Ledyard, & Faith, Plc., Finders Equipment, First Fleet,
Gateway Golf Group, Hard Rock Construction, Haymaker, Home Smart, Industrial Storage, JGAA, Justin Clark,
Lifeness (Logan Hall), Little Gym, LME Creative Human Resources, Logan Hall Homes, Mary Ann Pennella,
McLane Foodservice, Meridian Bank, Mr. Good Ink, NTSG, Osbourne Jewelers, Palm Valley Oral, Peoplease,
Philadelphia Insurance Companies, Premier Irrigation, Rodeo Ford, Ruan Fry's, S&S Tires, Stephanie Swan,
Sundance Golf Center, Victory Lanes, West Valley Mavericks, Wet N Wild, The Phoenix Coyotes Foundation,
and The Wigwam Golf Resort, Yates Buick GMC.
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Operating revenue, Gains, and other
Support
Special events, net

Unrestricted
$17,758.67

Contributions and grants

$6,241.01

In-Kind Contributions

$1,847.79

Total Operating Revenue, Gains, and other support

Permanently
Restricted

$25,847.47

Total
$17,758.67

$6,035.00

$6,241.01
$1,847.79

$6,035.00

$25,847.47

Operating Expenses:
General

$1,800.25

$1,800.25

Accounting Fees

$485.85

$485.85

Advertising & Marketing

$975.61

$975.61

Bank Fees

$50.00

$50.00

Business Registration Fees

$75.00

$75.00

$1,143.00

$1,143.00

$46.40

$46.40

$401.00

$401.00

Marketing/Fundraising

$1,376.61

$1,376.61

Contract Labor

$8,360.00

$8,360.00

$19,266.88

$19,266.88

$8,637.78

$8,637.78

$39,441.52

$39,441.52

Insurance- Liability, D and O
Legal Fees

Supplies

Payroll Fees
Program Expense
Total operating expenses
Net Income (LOSS)

$(13,594.05)

$6,035.00

$(13,594.05)
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Thank You
Thank you to our sweet bees who helped our hive spread so fast in 2016. Without the
generous and overwhelming support from our swarm, The Honey Foundation couldn’t
pollinate the World with Kindness .

Our 2015/16 Major Supporters:
Contracted Driver Services
Haley Marketing Group
Mr. Good Ink
Faith Law
Phoenix Coyotes

West Valley Mavericks
Lantz Media
Estrella Publishing
Wigwam Resort

Bee Nice.
#justbeecause
Your Logo Here

13817 W Van Buren Street
Goodyear, AZ 85338

Tel: (623) 223-1982
Fax: (623) 935-5763
BeeKind@honeyfoundation.org
www.honeyfoundation.org

